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recommendation. I was told, in typical New York fashion, to 

“forget about it” when I put one on to enter a pizza shop.

Other subtle changes have made getting around 

easier. New York completed its rollout of contactless 

payments on the subway in January 2021, and is in the 

midst of a cycling revolution – with a record number of 

new bike lanes announced this year. 

The most noticeable change to the city is in Hudson 

Yards, west Manhattan. Home to The Edge and 

City Climb, more modern skyscrapers are still being 

built. While these began to open in 2019, it will be 

2024 before the project is completed. I lost count of the 

number of people who told me “the city is moving west” 

during my three-day visit. 

Also out west is The High Line, a former raised 

railway converted into an elevated public park weaving 

between New York’s iconic skyline. While it opened 

in 2009, it was extended in 2019. Walk along it from 

Hudson Yards and you get great views of the river and 

the city, with a smattering of street art along the way. 
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GETTING THERE

For a contemporary luxury stay in Hudson Yards, look no further than Pendry 

Manhattan West. While at the pricier end of the market, it is positioned within 

easy access of scores of New York attractions. Expect all the modern minimalist 

and understated luxe touches, from bespoke cocktails in its speakeasy-style bar 

and Peloton bikes in the 24/7 gym to a rooftop terrace, garden room and on-site 

eastern Mediterranean restaurant Zou Zou’s. 

Book it: Rooms start at £539 per night, suites from £1,079, including taxes. 

pendry.com/manhattan-west
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It feels fresh, and leads to another west Manhattan addition: Little Island at Pier 55. Raised on 

132 tulip-shaped stilts, this 2.4-acre artificial island opened in May at the spot where the Titanic 

would have docked in 1912. As well as being a prime picture spot for Instagrammers, it is home to 

a 687-seat amphitheatre that hosts music and dance shows, often free of charge. 

 

VIEW FROM THE TOP

But in with the new does not mean out with the old in New York. The Empire State Building has 

reimagined its 102nd-floor observation deck, which offers 360-degree views of Manhattan from 

the very tip of the skyscraper. This space, closed to the public for decades, reopened in October 

2019 with bigger windows and is now considered the ‘crown jewel’ of the attraction, in addition 

to the more commonly visited 86th floor observatory deck you’ll know from many famous films. 

Given the Empire State Building’s status as a New York icon, you may very well want it in your 

photos, which is why the new development in Hudson Yards is so appealing, whether you want to 

see it while sipping champagne on The Edge terrace or getting an adrenaline rush at City Climb.

So while New York may have had a nap during the pandemic, the city continues to reinvent 

itself – and it’s time to start spreading the news.

Virgin Atlantic flies direct between Heathrow and New York 

JFK up to four times daily until March 2022 and then up to 

six times daily until April 2022. Return fares start at £344. 

The airline also flies daily from Manchester to JFK with 

return fares from £401. Fares include taxes and inflight food, 

drink and entertainment, and are subject to change. 

virginatlantic.com
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